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Process
Collect first version of Assessment Matrices for all
graduate majors and certificates (64 total*, 58 received),
Fall 2007 and provide feedback.
2. Collect second version of Assessment Matrices with row
completed for one learning outcome, Spring 2008.
3. A&S Graduate Council members each review 8‐9
assessment matrices and provide comments, Jan.‐Feb.
2009 (63 received).
4. NC summarizes comments and submits them to
departments, Feb. 2009.
5. Revised Assessment Matrices, with completed
Results/Action Plan for 2 learning outcomes, May 2009.
1.

6.

* Does not include joint programs with School of Medicine. Some departments have MA, MS, PhD, etc.

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Professor William Chase, Chair, Department of History
Professor Alejandro de la Fuente, Director of Graduate Studies
Nicole Constable , Associate Dean, Graduate Studies and Research
February 24, 2009
Graduate Assessment Matrices

The School of Arts and Sciences Graduate Council Committee has reviewed all of the assessment matrices for graduate degree programs and
certificates. I am sending you a summary of our comments and suggestions for improvement. Please forward these comments to the faculty
member or members in your department who are responsible for completing the assessment. I hope that you will find this feedback useful.

The committee noted that most common point of confusion for many programs
is the distinction between how we assess the progress of individual students
according to the milestones we have already established for them versus how
we assess the program and its ability to create worthwhile milestones that
successfully train our students to meet our programmatic goals. While
milestones and grades can be an important element of assessment, it is
important that such elements are assessed as well. If we simply take an “A”
grade or a passed overview as an indication that all is well, then we are not
really evaluating the program and its ability to accomplish the learning goals
and outcomes that it has set out for itself. Given that one goal of most
programs is to train students to have the necessary skills in their discipline to
succeed and compete in a particular job or career, it would be useful to make
job placement an assessment measure. Other useful external measures include
success in acquiring external funding, publishing scholarly articles, etc.
Thank you for all the effort you have put into this. As you know, the revised matrices, with two learning outcomes assessed (all columns filled
out) are due by May 8, 2009. Please refer to Dean Cooper’s memo of January 12, 2009 for further information. Revised graduate matrices
should be sent to me at ncgrad.pitt.edu. Feel free to contact me if you have any questions.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR HISTORY
EDUCATION MA
•Very good matrix.
•Learning outcome #4 is not worded in terms of what students will learn, but it

is important to include. Could Learning Outcome #4 and Assessment Method
#4 be deleted, but ADD the Standards of Comparison for LO4 to Standards of
Comparison for LO3?
•Have you thought about how to track alumni?
•When did you begin enrolling students? Can any data and plan be included by
May 2009? If not, please add a note indicating that it is too new to have data
and results.
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR HISTORY Ph.D.
•This is very good.
•Can Learning Outcome #4 be reworded so that it reflects what students are

expected to learn?
•Should learning to teach at Pitt be part of the assessment of Learning
Outcome #4?
•Would it be useful to add Conference Paper presentations as part of the
Assessment for Learning Outcome #3?
•Any additional Plans to report in relation to Learning Outcome #1?

Most Common Problems
y Learning Outcomes are based on curricular outcomes not
y
y

y
y

student learning; have more than 5; are too generic or not
specific to the program.
Assessment Methods do not include when, how often, who
will assess.
Assessment Methods are based on course grades or course
completion alone (without qualification), or are based on GPA,
milestones (qualifying exams, comprehensive examinations,
dissertation defense, etc.). Unclear whether rubrics or objective
reviewers are being used for assessing a sample of comps, theses,
dissertations, or course materials.
Standards of Comparison do not specify how many or what
percent of students should achieve stated outcome.
Interpretation of Results and Action Plans are not connected
to learning outcomes.

